
TRIP B 
SOME ASPECTS OF TURBIDITE SEDIMENTATION 

IN THE VICINITY OF TROY" NEvJ YORK 

By Shepard l-J.. L01rJl1lan 

Dept, of Geology) Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 

INTRODUCTION 

BI 

In the course of geologic field work in the vicini~ of Troy, New York, 
much interest and controversy have been evolved locally on the subject of deep 
water flow sediments) generically called turbidites 0 Numerous and highly 
varied types of turbidites are exposed within the immediate environs of Troy. 
Complica ting factors in field mapping are the Logan Line thrust faul t and the 
sharp local folding both of which produce tectonic breccias and otherwise 
ccmplicate the definition and identification of stratigraphic units. 

The following section outlines the history of the concept of turbidite 
sedimentation and briefly describes the two main types of turbidites which 
are to be seen on this trip. 

HISTORICAL REVIEltJ OF TURBIDITES 

Since the beginning of this century there has been a growing interest 
in the apparently anomalous occurrences of II shallow water" coarse grained 
sands, conglomerates, and breccias in association with deep water sediments 
and faunas. 

The papers on the Deepkill by Rudolph Ruedemann first showed the 
coarse grained and brecciated character of a significant part of these 
sediments (.1.901); Later he argued strongly for the pelagic and deep water 
enviroTh~ent of the pure graptolite faunas of the Normanskill, Deepkill and 
Schaghtico"Ke (Ruedemann 1926) and (1934). 

The work of Hanley Natland (1933) demonstrated conclusively the presence 
of deep water assemblages of foraminifers in association with sands and 
conglomerates of the Pliocene of the Los Angeles Basin j California, 

Archanguelsky and Strakov (1938) followed a correIa tive line of thought 
in the sterile deep basin of the Black Sea and concluded that recent sediment 
from large areas of the shelf south of the Crimea had become unstable due to 
earthquake shocks and had slid off into the deeper parts of the basin~ 
Archanguelsky (1927) also noted the presence of a layer of sand between two 
layers of abyssal deposits and commented that "This fact is extremely strange 
and suggests an idea of some very rapid catastrophic changes in conditions 
attending the transportation of the material!!. (p. 280) 

Daly (1936) postulated that submarine canyons had been cut by mud~laden 
submarine streams during periods of glac;iation when sea level, and hence base 
level were lowered, 
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STRAT/GRAPH/C SECTION 

TROY AREA 

Gray shale with blocKs of 
graywacke, limes/one? cherI, Hefo breccia alld olacK shale lip /0 600 

SNAKE 
ft 1011j. 

ffiLL 
Gray shale alld SlIb-

sub graywacke. yraYH'acke 

Allernating 9~ay'wac~e 
Grqywacl.e AloRU4iVJ and shale. Cafaclaslfe near 

thrnst fal/lt-. 
KILL 

Chert and shale. 

DEEP-
CherI; I!orcelonife 1 and 

flow bedded shale, breccio/a. 
KILL i$ftlJflllimestone Itlti{ S~d{men~ 

U "{fff]g.rop ro/ifIC blacfi:. sllale. 1'/1 
bedd. 'Ie c§- occasional qrade. . sand-
stone conq/omerafe and oreccldla. 

fJrecclo/a 
BlacK cloy shale? limes/one, Blaclshale Or breccio/a, colcareOllS sand- and 

stolle. nOfl/shale 

!ROY- 810ck shale~ limes/one? 
SCHODACK breccio/a, !/reen shale. 

IA!El7i1W££ Purple and green shale. 

BOMOSEEN MassiJ/e grit 
reltico/ SC 'Ie-./I/:::;{l rox.500' 



Gould (1951) investigated subsurface CIlrrents J.n Lake Mead where heavy 
mud-laden flood water fr'om the ColcradG Ri.vel flows below the dear water of 
Lake Mead wi th an l.ni rIal veioel ty of O.,? m.iLes per hour;, decreasing to 0 0 2 
miles per hour 100 miles ?idm'JnstreamH , 
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It remained for Reunen and Migliorini (1950) to demonstrate experimentally 
the process of turbidite deposition" They were able to illustrate further, 
by field observation in the Apennine Mountain arc 9 the competence of submarine 
currents to transport great masses of coarse clasties under watere Some of 
these sediment=laden currents appear to have orlglnated as landslfdes on the 
upper continental slopes, As the mud and rock fall and slide down the steep 
slopeS' the flow incorporates an increasing amount of water9 and gathers speed 
as it becomes less vi SCOi.1S c, The carrying power of such a mud=laden stream of 
density 2,.018 theoretically 149000 Umes the carrying power of pure water, 
experiments have demons trated 9 9000 times the power (Reunen lecture ~ 1950) 0 

A flow of this type was triggered by earthquakes on November 18, 1929, 
from the Grand Banks (Heezen and Ewing 9 195'2), It ·flowed several hundred 
mi les and snapped many transatlantic cables l.n i.ts pa th< The greatest speed, 
calculated by the time of successively broken cables was 60 miles per hour. 
The speed was still 50 mi les an hour 200 miles from the flow 3 s source in 
15,000 feet of water and on a comparaUve1y gentle slope of 25 feet per mile, 
Where the bottom slope decreased to 4 feet to the mHe ,) 400 miles from source, 
the flow was still moving 15 miles per hour" 

Kuenen (1952) calculated the mass of this flow as being approximately 
16 to 40 inches thick over an are'a of 100.3 °00 sq"...18re miles" This has been 
corroborated by Ericson~ (1953) and Heezen~ Ericson and Ewing (1954) 0 

Other such flows arekno'WTI in several places; for instance 30 miles 
south of Bermuda at a depth of 3 miles (Eri cson;, E'wing and Heezen, 1954), 
and at the mouth of the Magdelena River in Columbia (Heezen 1955) 0 Extensive 
sedimentary studies have been made In the Black Sea and it has been found as 
noted above that south of the heavily faul ted area adjacent to the Crimea,9 
recent sediments have sUd off of three quarters of the outer portion of the 
continental shelL Studies in that area have emphasized the importance of 
faul ting as a trigger action far such slides.9 and also the importance of a 
slippery layer to act as a skid plane, (Archanquelsky and Strakov.9 1938) > 

Gentle currents similar to those in Lake ~~ead9 but on a much greater 
scale 9 may be responsible for thin layers of sand and sU t that are inter
bedded wi th deep=wa ter clay over much of the abyssal plains of the North 
AtlanUco These sands have been studied by Ericson? Ew'lng~ Wollin and 
Heezen (1961) in 230 cores o Ericson. et a1, noted that these sands never 
occur a~ pa tc,hes on isola ted hrghs butapparently do fi.o'w over low mounds 
that lie in the path of a flo'W., It is conee:i.vable that flow after flow of 
sand could be brought into an. area in such rapId su.ccession that no abyssal 
clay would be deposI ted~ resulti.ng in a considerablE: thickness of laminated, 
f i ne=gra i ned sand or s i 1 t. 

It seems probable that these gentle cu:cI'e.cts may origInate as submarine 
streams drainfng submarine deltas such. as the delt'3. in 14.0000 feet of 'Water 
a t the mouth of the Hudson River Canyon.9 cr they may be the fines from more 

(.::anLi::Ul?d on Page B6) 
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FIGURE 2. 

HYPOTHETICAL f)EPOS/T/ON OF BRECC/OLAS ANlJ A1AC/GNO 
affer Kue/len and A11liorini -Journal of Geoloyy, March? 1950 



EXPLANA TI ON OF FIGURE 2 
(after Kuenen and Migliorir\i) 

"Block diagrams illustrating the §edimentation of the breccio1as and 
the macignoo 0 000 ver tical scale is some twenty Umes the horizonta1. 11 
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IlDiagram "All shows the phase immediately preceding the sedimentation of 
the brecciolas o No irregularities are shown along the base of the continental 
shelf, to avoid unduly complicating the drawing 0 The sea would be slowly 
retreating because of the growth of the continental terraceo" [The scaglia 
appears to be the starved~basin deep~water equivalent of limestone-shelf 
deposits from which breccio1as were formedJ 

"In IIBII the 1i ttora1 zone has been raised some 30 meters. This has 
brought about the erosion of the continental shelf by waves and of the slope 
by turbidity currents j and the deposition of breccio1a fans at the foot of 
the slope. H co. ,,1.Jhere the channels were closely spaced the individual fans 
would overlap laterally, whereas no breccio1a would be deposited between 
widely spaced channe1so o o oo oIn the phase shown, the destruction of the 
terrace is well under way bu t has not yet reached its maximtnn." 

"In "C" the mainland has been uplifted by orogm"ic deformation, and 
its rejuvenation is in progress.ooooothe new continental terrace, which 
has already buried the submerged remains of the older one, is growing, 
a littoral plain is forming behind itj and the sea is retreatingo Slump
ing along the unstable slope is bringing about the deposition of the 
macigno by turbidity currents u " 

H,.., •• In sections that have not been too disturbed tectonically, 
the contact between the brecciolas and the macigno is perfectly regular 
and concordant, In some places the two formations actually merge into 
each other by repeated alternations" But, notwithstanding this perfect 
sedimentary continuity, typical macigno sandstones always make a sudden 
first appearance in a brecciola and shale alternation. From this evidence 
the following deductions may be made~ (1) At a given moment during the 
deposition of the brecciola formation there was a sudden influx of another 
~e of sediment j consisting mainly of arenaceous material. The new type 
of sediment, Which gave rise to the deposition of the macigno, obviously 
resulted from the erosion of a different source area than that from which 
the material of the underlying complex was drawn. (2) The conditions 
determining the sedimentation of the brecclola formation persisted for 
some time after the beginning of the macigno sedimentation. (3) The 
changeover to macigno sedimentation was not accompanied by any appreciable 
tectonic dis turbance in the area of sedimentation." 

"It should be remarked that the upper surface of the breccio1a fans, 
Which were deposited by swiftly moving suspensions, slopes out to sea and 
is uneven, Whereas that of the macigno, which was deposited by a suspension 
that spread out on the bottom (,f the sea floor ~ is practically horizontal 
and even o Consequently, the breccio1a formation thins out, whereas the 
macigno thickens in a seaward direction. Ii 
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turbulent flows originating on the upper continental slopes; ors again1 
some of them may originai:o. from the floed 'Waters of rivers entering the 
ocean or large gulfs part icularly in areas of locally narrowed conHnenta1 
shelves such as the Mississippi Rivero 

Daly (1936) suggested that such mud~laden current.s would be formed on 
a vast scale during glacial stages when wave base was lowered by lowering of 
sea 1eve1 o Similar currents could be produced tectonically by uplift of the 
continental shelf with consequent lowering of wave base (Archanguelsky 1927) 0 

,Occasional great storms might produce similar results without lowering of 
'sea level or raising of the continental shelf. Such storms could produce 
bottom currents in a seaward direction to carry some of the stonn~roUed 
sediment over the edge of the continental slope where it would form a 
turbidity current with resultant deposition on the lower slope or the abyssal 
plain (Kuenen and :r.Ugliorini, 1950) and (Rich 195'0). 

TYPES OF FLOWS 

There is a tendency to classify turbidity currents into two g:r.oups~ 
typified by the fast and slo,,' flows described above. Actually thl:Te must 
be many kinds of flows in adoi tion to the two types described. Also it 
seems probable that there are a wide variety of depositional types produced 
below wave base, comparable in variety perhaps to those produced above ito 

Probably one of the best known types of turbidi tes are the brecciolas 
which were described from the Apennine Mountain arc by Miglior1.ni i.n ;:;0= 

authorship with Kuenen (Kuenen and Migli orini, 1950) 0 The name breccIola 
was applied to sed!ment.ary "11 ttle breccias", in which the fragments are 
preponderanUv 1 If"est0n?, It h2s heen found that there are other lill. ttle 
brectias n in the Troy area, some of ,,:~ich are cCIllposed of sand in a sana 
matrix, lime fragments in a sand matrix, lime fragments in a dolorrd.te matrix~ 
lIme fragments in a clay matrix, and clay fragments in a clay matY':lxo It 
seems reasonable to include these also in the brecciola facies of the turbidi te 
clan. 

TRIP STOPS AND DESCRIPTIONS OF EXPOSURES 

The purpose of this trip is to examine deep water sedimentary rocks in 
the field. Of the many assemblages that there are of such rocks s two are 
particularly well developed in the Troy area 0 One of these is composed of 
breccio1as and associated rocks, the other is the group of rocks that make 
up the euxinic assemblage. 
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Schodack Breccio1a Assemblage 

Stop 2. See Figure 3. Four breccio1as are described which apparently 
belong to the Schodack (West Castleton) Formationo These are typically 
developed at the follo'Wi ng 10cations~ School 14, west edge of playing field 
at 1jth Sto and College Ave., Sage Avenue, 250 feet west of 15th Street, 
R. P. I. Campus, east end of football field, and Troy High School, northwest 
corner of athletic field. 

All four occurrences appear to be distinctive, and they are not noticeably 
lenticular like the breccio1as of the upper and lower Deepki11 some of which 
lens out ac~oss the outcrop. The Sage Avenue breccio1a occurs at four loca1i~ 
ties one=ha1f mile apart~ and is clearly recognizable at each locality. The 
Troy High School sequence of brecci olas occurs in two extensive outcrops, 
approximately Soo feet apart, at both of which it possesses the same disting~ 
uishing characteristics. All four brecciolas are sharply distinct from one 
another, except that all are ten to twenty feet thick without marked 1entic= 
u1ari~. They differ in this respect from the Deepki11 breccio1as, which 
are inChes thick and sharply lenticular. The breccio1as described by 
Mig1iorini in the Apennines appear to be closer to the Deepki11 variety than 
to those of the Schodack. The Grand Banks breccio1a of 1929 was calculated 
to be 16 to 40 inches thick. By comparison, the Schodack breccio1as are 
unusually large, although not to be compared to the Rysedorph megabreccia 
facies of the Snake Hill (Middle Ordovician) (Jo Gv E1am, 1960 unpub1ished)G 

A. School 14 10cali t;}!". (North of College Age. along an extension of 
13th Street at west edge of playground of School 140) 

One hundred feet of outcrop extends north-south, strikes N25E and dips 
450 southeast with the top of the section to the southeast as judged by 
graded bedding. The south end of the outcrop is a pale, gray-green quartzite, 
poorly sorted and mostly fine grained. 

The MATRIX is a brownish purple, fine grained sandstone or siltstone 
with frequent coarse~ round, sand grains and some clay, much calcareous dust 
and small calcareous fragments, many blobs of clay varying from black to light 
gray, and also with frequent light gray calcareous granules 0 

The FRAGMENTS are coarse-grained, 1ight-gray~ massive, and fossi1ferous 
limestone varying in shape frern irregular to round to tabular. Avera ge si ze 
is 211-511 with some longer dimensions up to lS"o There are also a few large 
slabs the largest of which is two feet thick and eight feet 10ngo The 
general orientation of fragments is subparallel to the boundaries of the main 
flow. Abundant small clay blobs about 2" across are also found, along wi. th 
some dense light gray limestone fragments and a few sandy fragmentso At the 
north end of the outcrop the ratio of pebbles to matrix is about 30g70 varying to 
20:S0 near the middle, and dropping to 10~90 at the south end of the breccio1a 
outcrop. This indication of grading suggests the beds are right side up with 
the top to the south east. 



Deepkill Eweinic Assemblage 

Stop L The first stop will be at the type locall ty of the Deepkill, 
one-quarter mile east of Grant1s Hollow~ ten miles north of Troy on Route 40. 
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The upper Deepkill is separated from the lower by a covered interval of 
800 feet~ and its rocks comprise a different assemblage from the euxinic 
lower Deepkillc The upper Deepkill is a series of mud flows, clay=in~clay 
brecciolas, a few lime-in-clay brecciolas~ porcelanites, and thin beds of 
chert, Near the bottom of the section there is a small amount of graptolitic 
black shale and dark gray limestone. This part of the Deepkill is mentioned 
because its proximity makes it available for those who may be more interested 
in spending a half=hour on this additional sedimentary type than in collecting 
graptolites and turbidites from the lower Deepkill. 

Both the top and the bottom of the lower Deepkill are covered. The 
part of the section which is exposed is made up of black shale> gray shale, 
light gray thin bedded siltstones in banks one to four feet thick, and 
various types of brecciolas and graded beds. 

This assemblage appears to be produced by two sets of factors. First, 
the underlying euxinic chemical environment dominated by H2S affects Eh much 
more than pH (Krumbein and Garrels 1952). This pemits the accumulation of 
lime mud at one time and sapropelitic black mud at another depending on 
alternating chemical controls that are related to tectonic· activi~ on the 
basin margin, An example is the Black Sea where the lime muds overly 
sapropelitic ooze (black organic shale) and the two are separated by a thin 
layer of terrigenous sand (Archanguelsky 1927)0 The second set of factors 
are those which produce turbidi tes of various kinds, brecc iolas and graded 
beds of one kind or another depending on the" speed of flows from the upper 
parts of continental slopes triggered by faulting or by overloading of 
metastable shelves. More gentle currents fram continental shelves would 
bring a steadier supply of sand and silt to build the banks of thin bedded 
siltstones. 

hThen turbIdity flows were in action and diluted the euxinic envi ron
ment~ then lime muds or organic ooze would not be present as pure rock 
types j but when the flows died down the euxinic deposits would fom the 
dominant rock type with alternation from lime to mud to organic ooze, and 
with an occasional turbidite flowing into the depositional area from one 
side of the basin oT the other, 

The faunal evidence as analyzed by Ruedeman fi ts well with the postu
la ted eL1ximc envi ronment. The predominant fossils are graptolites which 
are thought to be pelagic or pseudopelagic (i.e. living attached to seaweed). 
Other fossils are rare and are thin shelled chitinous forms which appear to 
be well adapted to a pseudopelagic environment. Other bottom dwelling types 
are wanting In the shales j siltsj and calcilutites c 
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Schodack Brecciola Assemblage 

Stop 2. See Figure 3. Four brecciolas are described which apparently 
belong to the Schodack (West Castleton) Formation. These are typically 
developed a t the fo 11 oYi ng locations ~ School 14, west edge of playing field 
at ljth st. and College Ave., Sage Avenue, 250 feet west of 15th Street, 
R. P. I. Campus, east end of football field, and Troy High School~ northwest 
corner of athletic field. 

All four occurrences appear to be distinctive, and they are not noticeably 
lenticular like the brecciolas of the upper and lower Deepkill some of which 
lens out ac~oss the outcrop. The Sage Avenue brecciola occurs at four locali~ 
ties one-half mile apart, and is clearly recognizable at each locali~o The 
Troy High School sequence of brecci olas occurs in two extensive outcrops, 
approximately 800 feet apart, at both of which it possesses the same disting
uishing characteristics. All four brecciolas are sharply distinct from one 
another, except that all are ten to t~nty feet thick without marked lentic
ulari~. They differ in this respect from the Deepkill brecciolas

9 
which 

are inches thick and sharply lenticular. The brecciolas described by 
Migliorini in the Apennines appear to be closer to the Deepkill variety than 
to those of the Schodack. The Grand Banks brecciola of 1929 was calculated 
to be 16 to 40 inches thick. By comparison, the Schodack brecciolas are 
unusually large, although not to be compared to the Rysedorph megabreccia 
facies of the Snake Hill (Middle Ordovician) (Jo G, Elam, 1960 unpublished). 

A. School 14 locality. (North of College Age. along an extension of 
13th Street at west edge of playground of School 140) 

One hundred feet of outcrop extends north-south, strikes N25E and dips 
450 southeast with the top of the section to the southeast as judged by 
graded beddingo The south end of the outcrop is a pale, gray-green quartzite, 
poorly sorted and mostly fine grained. 

The MATRIX is a brownish purple, fine grained sandstone or siltstone 
with frequent coarse, round, sand grains and some clay, much calcareous dust 
and small calcareous fragments, many blobs of clay varying from black to light 
gray, and also with frequent light gray calcareous granules. 

The FRAGMENTS are coarse~grained, light-gray, massive, and fossilferous 
limestone varying in shape from irregular to round to tabular. Average size 
is 2"-5" with some longer dimensions up to 18". There are also a few large 
slabs the largest of which is two feet thick and eight feet long. The 
general orientation of fragments is subparallel to the boundaries of the main 
flow. Abundant small clay blobs about 2" across are also found, along wi th 
some dense light gray limestone fragments and a few sandy fragmentso At the 
north end of the outcrop the ratio of pebbles to matrix is about 30g70 varying to 
20:80 near the middle, and dropping to 10g90 at the south end of the brecciola 
outcrop. This indication of grading suggests the beds are right side up with 
the top to the south eastc 
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LOCATION 
OF 

.8.££CC/OLAS 
A. School/4, Co/lege Aye. and 13Tn 51-reeL
B SogeAye. /Jreccio/Or 15Th Sr.occurrence. 
C Campus hrecci% 01 east- side or ,Playiny held 
J) SUfe Ape.. 250 fi wesf of' 15 Til Sfreer. 

£ Brecciola norlh SIQe o/8emon Pork. 
r: Ounn Gorden Aporlments, Hoos/c£.- sr. d/1Q fJun:re/t Are 

G. Tro/ Ht~11 School ployinff Field. 
/I. Belween Rel1sseloer'9'cK dnd lrqjt IItjh School 

ployioy he/d. 
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B. Sage Avenue locality - 15th Streey occurrence. 

The outcrop is buried beneath the bui '_dings along 15th Street in the 
vicinity of the 15th Street Lounge. Large ;)ou1ders hv by 6' were blasted 
from an old quarry wall and moved by bulldc:;er to their present 10ca tion 
between the South Parking Lot and the tenn~ '3 courts. There is one predomi
nant type (TYPE 1) of rock, which makes up~bout 90% of the boulders and 
there are several subsidiary types. 

TYPE 1. FRAGMENTS: About 80% of the fragments are coarse grained, 
fossiliferous, light gray, limestone, averaging h" to 611 in size, irregular 
to subspherica1 in shape, with no linear distribution, and with no noticeable 
grading. Since the occurrence is a pile of boulders there are no observable 
stratigraphic relationships. Minor constituents are small fragments of light 
gray, dense limestone and sandstone of which the former is more abundant~ 

MATRIX is a brown-weathering dolomite mud with numerous mzdium
to coarse, rounded sand grains. About 20 to 50% of the matrix is composed 
of light gray, dense, calci lutite fragments averaging i" in diameter ~ These 
give the matrix the appearance of a pebble conglomerate. 

The relative abundance of matrix and fragments is variable from boulder 
to boulder but the general average is about 60% fragments, not counting the 
i" calciluti te fragments that appear to make up a considerable part of the 
conglomeratic matrix. 

SPECIAL FEATURES OF TYPE 1. The coarse grained fossiliferous limestone 
fragments with brown weathering dolomite cement are closely similar to the 
outcrops on Sage Avenue, 250 feet west of 15th Street (Location D) ,where the 
bed is well exposed along a joint face. It also outcrops in Beman Park near 
Samaritan Hospital at the west edge of the parking lot. This was one of S. 
W. Ford's fossil localities (1876). Walcott also collected Lower Cambrian 
fossils (ElliklocePhala as~oides zone) from the calcarenite fragments at 
the Beman Par locality. calcarenites in the boulders at the 15th Street 
occurrence of the Sage Avenue brecciola probably are as good a locality for 
collecting fossils from this zone as we will see on this trip. 

Similar features of matrix fragments are seen in the upper brecciola at 
Hoosick Street and Burdett Avenue (section buried), now represented by boulders 
in the rubble pile to the west of the Dunn Garden Apartments. These three 
occurrences appear to lie on strike and are probably correlatable. 

C. R. P. I. Campus locality (12t brecciola outcropping on R. P. I. 
campus east of football field) 

The general dip of 200 to the east places this brecciola beneath the 
"Sage Avenue brecciola". It is underlain by greenish-g:ay clay ~~ th inte:-
beds of dolomitic fine-grained sandstone two to three lnches thlCk and SlX 
to ten feet apart: The brecciola is overlain by greenish-gray shale with 
thinly interbedded siltstone or very fine grained sandstone~ The interval 
from the top of the "campus brecciola" to the base of the "Sage Avenue 
brecciola" appears to be 15 to 30 feet, with the latter being the younger 
of the two~ 



MATRIX is dar'k graY9 flow~streaked mudstone. No evidence is seen of 
stratigraphic differentiation, graded bedding j or direction of flow o 

FRAGMENTS are predominantly (80%) coarse ~rained light gray, fossil
iferous Hmestone~ ranging in size from 21t to 12 feet~ irregular in shape 
and 'Wi th no preferred orientation, There are a few small fragments of 
dense light gray limes tone 9 about one per cent by volume" Medium grained, 
rounded sandstone makes up about 20% of the fragments W1.th irregular distribu
ti on and no preferred orientatfon,. 

FRAGMENTS & MATRIXg Relative percentage of fragments to matrix is 
40~60 to 50~50: Evidence of scour is seen in the presence of green clay 
blobs in the lower part of the flow. Load casts are also present in the 
form of green clay injected into the base of the breccio1a o 
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STRATIGRAPHIC CORRELATION~ This breccl.ola is lithologIcally closely 
similar to the lower breccio1a at Dunn Garden Apartments (Hoosick & Burdett). 
It also falls in the same succession of beds and is thought to be stratigraphi
cally equivalent, 

Go Troy High School playin¥ field. (Sequence at the east end of the 
track and playi.ng field north of Pray High School on Burdett Avenue o ) 

Strike of these beds is N15E, dip is 75 westj top of the stratigraphic 
sect! on is to thew-esto The breccio1a sequence is made up of three members 
with eleven submembers. It is overlain by thin bedded j fine grained sand and 
shale wi th a possible thickness of 200 feet. The breccio1a sequence is under
lain by brown weathering green claystone with dark gray wispy interbeds, 
having a possible thickness of 300 feet. The thickness of the breccio1a 
sequence is approximately 90 feet, The Troy High School outcrop is the most 
extensive and gives the best picture of both the breccio1a and the beds 
associated with iL 

Brecciola Sequence (in descending order) 

Bed 3b; Mostly covered but with occasional patchy outcrops of dense, 
light gray limestone fragments in a dark gray clay matrix, A large outcrop 
that is probably stratigraphically equivalent occurs at the southeast comer 
of Burdett Avenue and West Peoples Drive., This outcrop has a rat! 0 of frag
ments to matrix of about 15g85; the fragments are uniformly light gray, dense 
limestone, 211 to 3'" thick.9 8" long" and randomly oriented, The matrix is 
uniform dark gray claystone.: 

Ja~ Thin bedded light gray dense lImestone~ interbedded wi th thin 
beds of dark gray shale, Uni t Is regularly bedded but slightly disturbed, 
giving the appearance of layers being slightly pulled apart in sedimentary 
boudinage, This occurrence) which 1.S 2 feet thick and over 8 feet long, 
may be a large mass that slid or flowed some distance without turbulence, 
or it may have sl id only a few inches or feet, but enough to cause the 
disturbance noted. Similarly bedded limestone in a similar stratigraphic 
posi Hon oeeU1"S about 500 feet to the east across the High School playing 
field, 
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Bed 2e o Three feet of tan weathering green claystone with numerous 
black wispy streaks that show flow beddingQ 

2dQ One and one half feet of light gray~ dense limestone fragments 
in a dark gray matrix with IOg90 ratio, fragments are 2 by 6 inches and 
randomly orientedo 

2co Two and one half feet of tan weathering green claystone o 

2b o One foot of green clay blobs (1ii to 2") in maroon weathering 
clay matrix; ratio 20~Bo. 

2a o Seven feet of green clay with black wispy interbeds and one 
interbed of coquina one inch thick with worm borings~ giving supporting 
evidence of top and bottom o 

Bed ld. Four feet of lIght gray dense limestone and black shale frag
ments in a rusty, medium~grained, rounded sand matrix with a 20~Bo ratio. 
Fragments and trains of fragments are subparallel to the margins of the flow. 
A small percentage of the limestone fragments are granular and fossiliferous. 
A few others are light brown and wel1=bedded. Average size of limestone frag
ments is 3 by 6 inches o 

lc. One foot thick, similar to above but wHh sand and clay matrix 
50:50, and showing an increase in the percentage of limestone fragments to 
matrix, to about 40:600 

lb. Black shale boulder one foot thick and eight feet long, oriented 
parallel to the margins of the brecciola, 

lao Brecciola bed five feet thick, ratio of limestone fragments to 
clay matrix is BO:20. Orientation of fragments is sub=parallel to the bound
aries of the brecciola. The limestone fragments are mostly dense light gray 
limestone, granular fossiliferous light gray limestone, and light brown well
bedded limestone in a ratio of 60g20g20 0 The matrix is dark gray clay. 

SYNOPSIS OF MAIN BRECCIOLA MASS (Beds la-ld) 

GRADED BEDDING. The sand matrix shows incipient grading above 
bed lc which is mixed sand and shale 0 The main mass of the flow 
la=ld shows marked increase in the abundanee of limestone frag~ 
ments downard through the flow o 

OTHER CRITERIA OF TOP AND BOTTOM o 

vJorm borings~ as noted under la 0 

Scour~ the basal portion of la shows many wispy blobs 
of green clay that appear to have been scoured from the 
underlying green clay beds while they were unconsolidated. 

STRATIGRAPHIC DIFFERENTIATION. 

MATRIX~ The sand and clay matrices appear to be well 
differentiated stratigraphically, 



FRAGMENTS: The fragments are less well differentiated 
than the matrix but they do show a notable differentiation from 
the top to bottom. Toward the top of the bed, the limestone 
pebbles are mostly ca1ci1ututes while at the base the pebbles 
contain about 10% of ca1carenies. The pebb1e-to-matrix ratio 
is perhaps 20~80 toward the top, increasing to 80:20 toward the 
base. At the top of the main breccio1a the matrix is nearly 
pure sand; this changes gradationally downward to sandy clay and 
to nearly pure in clay in the base of the flow. 

Correlation of separate outcrops on the west and east sides 
of the athletic field is satisfactory. On the west side the units 
are oriented from top on the west to bottom on the east; on the 
east side the orientation of the same sequence has the top on 
the east and bottom on the west. In spite of this structural 
complication the correlation of the various breccio1a units can 
be made in some detail. 

NOTES ON TRIP B 
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